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GENERIC DIFFERENTIABILITY OF

LIPSCfflTZIAN FUNCTIONS

BY

G. LEBOURG

Abstract. It is shown that, in separable topological vector spaces which are

Baire spaces, the usual properties that have been introduced to study the

local "first order" behaviour of real-valued functions which satisfy a

Lipschitz type condition are "genetically" equivalent and thus lead to a

unique class of "generically smooth" functions.

These functions are characterized in terms of tangent cones and direc-

tional derivatives and their "generic" differentiability properties are studied.

The results extend some of the well-known differentiability properties of

continuous convex functions.

Introduction. This paper is devoted to the investigation of generic smooth-

ness properties for locally Lipschitzian real-valued functions, the domain of

which is an open subset of a topological vector space.

There has been a recent revival of this problem in the restricted case of

convex functions [2], [3], [9], [10], [14]; the first result along this vein seems to

be due to E. Asplund and asserts that every continuous convex function

defined on an open convex subset of a Banach space is Gâteaux (or even

Freenet) differentiable on a dense Gs subset of its domain, provided the

existence of a dual norm which enjoys some nice geometrical properties.

Unfortunately, well-known examples show that such a property no longer

holds for an arbitrary locally Lipschitzian real-valued function. Therefore,

many authors have sought a generalization of the classical Rademacher

theorem involving a new concept of théorie "measure-zero" set [1], [6], [13].

However, a lot of work can be done to extend the generic differentiability

properties to a large class of real-valued functions. The main contribution of

this note is to give, at least in "small" spaces (here it means separable spaces),

a characterization of these funcions, expressed both in terms of directional

derivatives and tangent cones.

The first section deals with the notion of a generalized gradient introduced

by F. H. Clarke, [7], [8], from whom I have benefitted greatly. Theorem (1.7)

is the cornerstone to our development and allows us to dispense with

convexity assumptions in the proofs of Theorems (2.1) and (2.2). In the next

section, we discuss the relation between smoothness properties of locally
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126 G. LEBOURG

Lipschitzian functions and their generalized gradient. Finally, the results of

these two sections are used to characterize generically smooth functions in

separable Baire spaces.

Although we are mainly concerned with the Banach space problem, we

have tried to keep the statements clear from useless assumptions; for instance,

most of the results are meaningful in any topological vector space, although

some technicalities could be avoided by considering locally convex spaces.

1. The generalized gradient and the mean value theorem. Throughout the

following, / denotes a real-valued function defined on an open subset ß of a

real topological vector space E (ß may be the whole space). For given x£Q

and (ep, 1], f,(x) is the real-valued function defined on t~l(ß — x) by

¿Wh) = r'lKx + th) - f(x)].
Now, we can define, for every h S E,

0/(*)(A) = ]ha SUP ft(y)(h)-

40

/ is said to be locally Lipschitzian on ß if, for every a G ß, there exists a

neighbourhood A of a in Í2, and some circled neighborhood U of 0 in E such

that U x sa °j(xX U)is & bounded subset of the real line R. It will be an easy

consequence of Theorem (1.7) that, if £ is locally convex, this notion

coincides with the classical notion of a locally Lipschitzian function; in

particular, in any topological vector space, every continuous convex function

defined on an open convex subset Ö is locally Lipschitzian on ß (cf.

Proposition (1.10)).

The following is immediate.

Lemma (1.1) For every x Gil, the function h-»Oj(x)(h) is a sublinear

functional on E.

Proof. Obviously, a/,x%th) = ta^x\h) for every positive real number t;

furthermore, from the equality

f,(y)(h + k)=f,(y + th)(k) + f,(y)(h)

we derive

oAx){h + k) < lim sup ft(y + th){k) + o,(x)(h).
y->*

Thus, Oj(x)(h + k) < Oj(x)(k) + a/^x\h). Hence a^x) is sublinear.    □

Proposition (1.2) Every a E ß has a neighbourhood A in ß such that

{oj(x)\x £ A) is a uniformly equicontinuous subset of sublinear functional on

E.
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Proof. By assumption there exist a neighbourhood A of a in ß and a

circled neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that U xeAaj(x)(U) *s bounded in R.

Let M = sup U xeA oy{x)(¿/); for every e > 0 and x E A, we have that

A - A E eAf _,tf =» o/x)(A) - <r/(x)(¿) < of(x)(h - k).

Hence

af(x)(h) - a/x)(k) < tM~l sup  (J   »/(*)( 10 - e.
xBA

Similarly, Oj(x)(k) — o-/x)(A) < e; thus, for every e > 0, there exists a

neighbourhood F = eM ~ÏU of 0 in E such that, for x E A,

h- k<=V=* |oy(x)(Ä) - of(x)(k)\ < e

which gives the expected result.   □

The previous results lead to a very "natural" definition of the generalized

gradient of a locally Lipschitzian function.

Definition (1.3) Let / be a locally Lipschitzian function on!îc£, the

generalized gradient of / at x E ß is the set 9/(x) of continuous linear

functionals « on £ which satisfy: VA E E,

ii(A) < oy(x)(/>).

This defines a set-valued mapping x -» 3/(x) from ß into the topological

dual E* of E. For fixed x in ß, o/x) is namely the "support function" of

a/(x).
To show the consistency of this definition, we need to prove the nonvacuity

of 9/(x) at every x e ß. The following proposition gives, in fact, a somewhat

deeper result which will be used in the proof of Theorem (1.7).

Proposition (1.4) For every x E ß, h E E, and every real number s satisfy-

ing: — oy(x)( — h) < s < Oj(x)(h), there exists u E 3/(x) such that u(h) = s. In

particular, for every i£i!, 3/(x) ^ 0.

Proof. By assumption, we define a continuous linear functional u on the

closed subspace M = {x £ E\x = th, t £ R} of E by setting «(A) = s;

clearly u satisfies w(A) < oy(xXA) for every A E M. Thus, it follows from

Lemma (1.1) and a well-known generalization of the Hahn-Banach theorem

[15, Chapter 2, Example 6, p. 69] that u has a continuous extension to E, still

denoted by «, which satisfies w(A) < oy(x)(A) for every A £ £; whence we

derive « £ 3/(x).   □

For finite dimensional spaces, F. H. Clarke gave the following definition of

the generalized gradient of a locally Lipschitzian function [7, (1.1)]: Let/be a

locally Lipschitzian function defined on an open subset ß of R"; by the

well-known Rademacher theorem, / is derivable on the complementary subset

of a null set in ß (with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R" restricted to

ß). If N is any such null set in ß, we can define, for every x E ß,
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df(x) = co { hm f\y)\y E ß \ N }.

Namely 3/(x) is the convex closure of the "limit points" of the derivative/'(.v)

oifaXy wheh/'(.y) is defined and y converges to x in ß. It can be shown [7,

(1.4)] that this definition does not depend on the choice of the null set N and

always coincides with our definition of the generalized gradient of /on ß.

If / is a continuous convex function defined on an open convex subset, we

shall see later that df(x) is exactly the subdifferential of/at x (cf. Proposition

(1.10)).
The following proposition shows that, in the general case, the mapping

x -» 3/(x) still behaves as a subdifferential.

Proposition (1.5) x -» 3/(x) is an upper-semi-continuous mapping from ß

into the w*-compact convex subsets of E* {endowed with the weak*-topology).

Moreover, every a £ ß has a neighbourhood A in ß such that U xeA 3/(x) is

contained in a w*-compact convex subset of E (local compactness property).

Proof. If U is any circled neighbourhood of 0 in E and A £ U, we have,

for every x £ ß, - o/xX - A) < «(A) < o/x)(A) hence |u(A)| £ a/xX«/).

Thus it easily follows from Lemma (1.2) that every a E ß has a neighbour-

hood A in ß such that U xeA 3/(x) is contained in an equicontinuous, hence

H^-compact, subset of E*. Thus we have proved the local compactness

property. Then, to prove the semi-continuity, it suffices to show that the set

{(x, u) £ ß X E*\u E 3/(x)} = G is closed in ß X E* (E* being endowed

with the weak*-topology). To do this, take any generalized sequence (x„ u¡)ieI

in G which converges to (x, u) in ß X E*\ for every ¿6/ and A E E, we

have u,(h) < aj(x¡Xh), hence «(A) < lim supíe/ o^x¡)(Ji) < a^x){h); since the

function x -* a^x)(Jh) for fixed A in E is obviously upper-semi-continuous in

ß, and this shows that u £ 3/(x), thus («, x) £ G.

To complete the proof it remains to show that 3/(x) is a closed convex

subset of E for every x E ß, but this follows obviously from Lemma (1.1) and

Proposition (1.2).   fj

We now pass to the statement of the main result of this section which is

expressed in Theorem (1.7) below.

However, this requires a few preliminaries. Let [a, b] (resp., ]a, b\) denote

the closed (resp., open) interval {x E ß|x = sb + (1 — s)a, s E [0, 1] (resp.,

s £ ]0, 1[)} in ß; let g be any continuous real-valued function defined on

[a, b], we say that c is a "g-critical point" for [a, b] if and only if there exist

sequences an and b„ in [a, b] and rn > 0 such that:

(0 *(*„) - *(*„) = rn[g(a) - g{b)], an-b„ = rn(a - b),

(ii) a„ -» c, 6B -» c, and rn -» 0.
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Proposition (1.6) (Existence of a critical point) For every closed

interval [a, b] c ß and every continuous real-valued function g defined on [a, b],

there exists a "g-criticalpoint" c E ]a, b[.

Proof. Since the set of "g-critical points" of [a, b] is exactly the set of

"f-critical points" of [a, b], where g is the continuous function defined on

[a, b] by setting: for x E [a, b],

g(x) = g(x) - g{a) - 0[g(b) - g(a)]

for x = 9b + (1 - 9)a we can always assume that g(a) = g(b) = 0; then we

have only to find a point c in ]a, b[ and sequences an and bn in [a, b] such that

an -> c, b„ -» c, a„ ¥= bn, and g(an) = g(b„). Let us consider the subset M of

[a, b] of the points at which the continuous function | g\ achieves its maxi-

mum on [a, b]. If M contains some nonempty subinterval of ]a, b[, every

interior point c of M n ]a, b[ is a "g-critical point" for [a, b\. Namely, | g\,

and therefore g, is constant on some neighbourhood of c in ]a, b[ and it

suffices to take sequences a„ and b„ in this neighbourhood which converge to

c. Otherwise take any c £ M n ]a, b[, and let (Vn)neN be a countable basis

of neighbourhoods of c in ]a, b[; since M does not contain a nonempty open

subinterval of ]a, b[, there exist necessarily a„ and bn in V„ such that

an < c < b„ and |g(ö„)| = \g(bn)\ < \g(c)\. Finally, since |g(c)| > 0, |g|

coincides with g or — g on some neighbourhood of c in ]a, b[, and, therefore,

g(an) — 8(bn) for n sufficiently large. This concludes the proof. □

We are now ready to prove

Theorem (1.7) (Mean value theorem) For every locally Lipschitzian

real-valued function f defined on an open subset ß of E which contains [a, b],

there exist c E ]a, b[ and u E 3/(c) such that fid) — fib) = u(a — b).

Proof. Let c £ ]a, b[ be an "/-critical point" for [a, b]. There exist

sequences a„ and b„ in [a, b] and /„ in R + \ {0} such that

flM) -/(*„)] =/(*)-/(*),
*n - K - t„(a - b),       a„ -* c,       b„^> c,       t„ -+ 0.

Then

f(a)-f(b) = hm t-l[f(an) - f(b„)]

= lim t-l[f(bn + tn{a~ b)) -f(bn)]

< lim sup t-l[f(y + t(a - b)) - f(y)] = oy(c)(a - b).
y-*c

40

A similar computation leads to fib) — fid) < o^c)(b — a). The theorem is

now a straightforward consequence of Proposition (1.4).   □

We shall now prove the minimality of the previous construction with
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respect to a definite group of properties (cf. Theorem (1.8) below).

Let M be a mapping from ß into the subsets of E*; M is said to have the

mean value property with respect to f ú and only if, for every closed interval

[a, b] c ß, there exist c E ]a, b[ and u £ M(c) such that fia) — fib) = u(a —

b).

Now, for a given couple (M, Af) of two such mappings, let us say that M

is smaller than M' if, for every x E ß, M(x) c M'(x); then, the generalized

gradient of / appears as the smallest element of this ordering of mappings

among all those which have the mean value property with respect to/:

Theorem (1.8) The generalized gradient is the "smallest" upper-semi-con-

tinuous mapping from ß into the w*-compact convex subsets of E* (endowed

with the weak*-topology) which has the mean value property with respect tof.

Proof. Suppose that M is a suitable mapping from ß into the subsets of

E*. For every a E ß and A E E, there exists / E ]0, 1] such that [a, a + th] c

ß. Then A = {x £ Q\[x, x + th] c ß} is a neighbourhood of a in 0. Now,

for s E ]0, 1], and x E A,fs(x)(h) = u(h) where u E M(y) for some.y £ ]x, x

+ sh[ (apply the mean value property of M on the closed interval [x, x + sh]

C [x, x + th] c ß). Thus,

oy(a)(A) < lim sup     sup     «(A).
y-*o       ueM(y)

But from the semicontinuity of M, this implies

aAa)(h) <    sup    h(A)
ueM(a)

and, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, dfia) c M(a).

A trivial consequence of Theorem (1.8) is that, for every locally

Lipschitzian function / continuously Gâteaux-differentiable on ß (the con-

tinuity being taken with respect to the weak*-topology on E*), the gener-

alized gradient of / at every x £ ß is reduced to a singleton, namely the

Gateaux-derivative f'(x). Conversely, if 3/(x) is a singleton for every x £ ß,

we shall see in the next section (cf. Proposition (2.1)) that/is continuously

Gâteaux-differentiable on ß. However, / may be Gâteaux-differentiable at

some x E ß and 3/(x) not reduced to a singleton; furthermore, the following

counterexample which is due to F. H. Clarke shows that even if £ is taken to

be the real line R, there exist locally-Lipschitzian real-valued functions, the

generalized gradient of which is never reduced to a singleton, although, by

Rademacher's theorem, such a function is necessarily differentiable on a

dense subset of R.

Proposition (1.9) There exists a strictly increasing locally Lipschitzian

real-valued function f defined on R such that dfix) = [0, I] for every x E R.
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We shall base our example on the existence of a measurable subset M of

the real line R (equipped with the Lebesgue measure m) which intersects

every nonempty open interval / c R in a set of positive measure 0 < m(M n

/) (see for instance [11]). Now let/ be the indicator function of M and g the

continuous function defined on R by

*(*) = ffit) dt.
Jo

Clearly g is well-defined, strictly increasing, and Lipschitzian since, for every

x < x', we have

g(x') - g(x) = [X fit) dt = x'- x- m([x, x'] n R \ M) < x' - x
Jx

(where m denotes the Lebesgue measure on R).

Since / is measurable, g admits almost everywhere a finite derivative which

coincides almost everywhere with / [5, §6, Example 14, p. 122]. Thus the

derivative of g is almost everywhere 0 or 1 and each value is achieved on a

dense subset of R. Therefore, by a result of F. H. Clarke already mentioned

in this section, the generalized gradient of g is always the closed interval

[0,1].   D
Finally, we end this section by giving the proof of a result concerning

continuous convex functions that has been previously claimed.

Proposition (1.10) Let f be any continuous convex function defined on some

convex open subset ß of E; for every x G ß, the generalized gradient dfix) off

at x is exactly the set of the subgradients off at x.

Proof. We first show that / is locally Lipschitzian in the sense defined at

the beginning of this section. To do this, take any a £ ß; since/is continuous

at a, there exist a neighbourhood A of a in ß, a circled neighbourhood U of 0

in E and a positive constant M in R such that x G A, A £ U, fix + A) £

[-M,M].
Now, using the convexity of/, we compute for every t £ ]0, 1]:

fix + th) - fix) = fit(x + A) + (1 - Ox) - fix) < t[fix + A) - /(*)],

fix) - f(x + th) = fit(x - h + th) + (l- t)(x + th)) - fix + th)

< t[fix - A + th) - fix + th)].

Hence, for x £ A, A E U, t £ ]0, 1], we have

- 2M < fix - A + th) - fix + th) < ft(x)(h) < fix + A) - fix) < 2M

and, therefore, for every x G A, Oj(x)(U) c [-2M, IM]. So we have shown

that, for every «£!!, there exist a neighbourhood A of a in ß and a circled

neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that UxeA Oj(x)(U) is a bounded subset of

R, and hence the desired result. Now let x G ß and m be a subgradient of/ at
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x; for every t £ ]0, 1], and A E t~\2 - x), u(h) < /(x)(A), whence

u(h) < lim sup /(x)(A) < lim sup /,G0(A) = of(x)(h).
40 y-*x

40

Therefore, u E 3/(x). This shows that the set of the subgradients of / at x is

contained in 3/(x). Conversely, the set-valued mapping which maps every

x £ ß into the set of the subgradients of / at x is an upper-semi-continuous

w*-compact convex valued mapping from ß into E (endowed with the

weakMopology) and has the mean value property with respect to /. The

theorem is thus a consequence of Theorem (1.8).

2. Generic differentiability of locally Lipschitzian functions and their gener-

alized gradient. Let/ be a real-valued function defined on an open subset ß of

a topological vector space E and S any family of subsets of E; we say that/

is "S -differentiable" at some x E ß if and only if /,(x)(A) converges to u(h)

for some continuous linear functional u on E, uniformly in A on every

element S of S. When this occurs, u is the S -derivative of/at x and denoted

by /'(x). Among all the involved notions of a derivative, we are mainly

concerned with the weakest and the strongest ones:

(i) If S is the family of all finite subsets of E,f is "Gâteaux-differentiable"

atx.

(ii) When E is a normed space and S only contains the unit ball of E, the

notion reduces to the well-known "Fréchet-differentiability".

Given a family § of bounded subsets in E, we shall consider on the

topological dual E* of E the S -topology of the uniform convergence on the

subsets 5 GS.If US£sSis total in E, E* endowed with the S -topology is

a locally convex vector space.

Proposition (2.1) Let f be any locally Lipschitzian function defined on an

open subset ß of E; if dfia) is reduced to a singleton for some a E ß and the

mapping x —* 3/(x) from ß into E* continuous for the S -topology on E*, then f

is S -differentiable at a and 3/(a) = {f'(a)}.

Proof. For every t E ]0, 1] and A E E such that [a, a + th] c ß, there

exist x E ]a, a + th[ and v E 3/(x) such that f,(a)(h) = t>(A) (cf. Theorem

(1.7)). Now, if dfia) = {u}, we derive from the continuity of the generalized

gradient at a, that, for every S £ § and e > 0, there exists a neighbourhood

A of a in ß, such that, for all x £ A, v E 3/(x),

sup |(t> - m)(A)| < e.
kes

Thus, for t small enough, this yields

sup   |/,(fl)(A) - u(h)\ < £
he S

which shows that u is the S -derivative of/ at a.   □
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We have already noticed in the previous section that the converse of

Proposition (2.1) is not true since/ may be S-differentiable at some a £ ß

whereas 3/ is not even reduced to a singleton. However, as expressed in

Theorem (2.2), such a converse holds at least "almost everywhere"; here,

"almost everywhere" means on a dense Gs subset of ß. More precisely, we

shall make use, throughout the following, of the terms "generic" and "generi-

cally" to refer to properties, depending on the points of an open subset ß of a

topological vector space which is a Baire space, which hold on a dense Gs

subset of ß.

Theorem (2.2) Let E be a topological vector space which is a Baire space and

S a countable family of bounded subsets of E such that U ses & & tota^ m &• -^

locally Lipschitzian function defined on an open subset ß c E is generically

§ -differentiable on ß if and only if for generically every point x £ ß, 3/(x) is

reduced to a singleton and 3/ is continuous at x (for the S -topology on E*).

The "if" part follows from Proposition (2.1). The "only if' will be deduced

from a series of lemmas; recall that, for given x and t E ]0, 1], ft(x) is the

real-valued function defined on i~'(fl - x) by /,(*)(A) = t~\f(x + th) —

/(x)].

Proposition (2.3) For every nonempty open subset AofQ and every S £ §,

there exist a nonempty open subset B C A and s > 0 in R such that, for every

t E ]0, s[, {x —»/(x)(A)|A E S } is an equicontinuous set of continuous functions

onB.

Proof. Since / is locally Lipschitzian on ß, we can always assume that

there exists a circled neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that UxeA oy(x)(t/) is

bounded in R (even by considering such an open subset contained in A

instead of A); let M = sup U xSA Oj(x)(U)-

Since S is bounded in E, there exist a nonempty open subset B c A and

j > 0 in R such that B + [0, s[S c A. Let b be any point in B, then

C = {b' £ B\[b, b']c B] is a neighbourhood of b in B. For every b' £ C,

/ £ [0, s], and A E S, we have

[b + th,b' + th] c[A, b'] + th cfi+[0,s[S c A.

Now, for fixed t £ ]0, s[, we have, for every b' £ C,

/,(*)(*) -fÂb'Kh) = *-'[/(* + th) -fib' + th)] + r'[fib') - fib)].

By applying twice the mean value theorem (cf. (1.7)) on the closed intervals

[b + th, b' + th] and [b, b'] contained in A, we obtain

\f,(b)(h) - ft(b')(h)\ < t-'\u(b - b')\ + r'\v(b - b')\

where u (resp., v) belongs to the generalized gradient of/at some point of the

closed interval [b + th, b' + th] (resp., [b, b'J).
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Finally, if moreover b' E b + (et/2M)U, we derive

\fÂb)(h) - f,(b')(h)\ < 2t-1 ■ JL SUp   U   of(x)(U) = e.

Thus, for every t E ]0, s[, b £ B, and e > 0, there exists a neighbourhood

D = C n(b + (et/2M)U) of b in £ such that

6' £ 2), A E S => |/f (A)(A) - /,(A')(>0I < e

which gives the expected result.   □

Let us now introduce the set dorn/' of the points x where the §-derivative

f'(x) of / at x is well-defined; by assumption, dom/' contains a dense Cr4

subset of ß, hence it is a Baire space in the induced topology.

Proposition (2.4) For every nonempty open subset A of ß, every S G S and

every e > 0, there exist a nonempty open subset C c. A and r > 0 in R such

that, for every x E dom/' n C, A E S, and every t E ]0, r[,

sup |/'(x)(A)-/,(x)(A)|<£.
AIES

Proof. By Proposition (2.3), there exist a nonempty open subset B c A

and j > 0 in R such that, for every / E ]0, s[ and h G S, the function

x -»/,(x)(A) is continuous on 5. Therefore the set

F„ = [x E a|/,f E]0, 2-"s[ =* sup |/^(x)(A) -/(x)(A)| < e)

is closed in B (for the induced topology). Since, by assumption, f,(x)(h)

converges uniformly in A on S to/'(xXA) when / converges to 0 in R at every

point x of dom /', then

dom/' n B = ( U   Fn) n dom/' =  (J   (F„ n dom/').

Finally, since dom/' n 5 is a Baire space in the induced topology [4, cf. 5, n°

3, Propositions 3 and 5] and F„ n dom/' is closed in dom/' for every n G N,

we derive from the Baire category theorem that there exists a nonempty open

subset C c B, which is contained in one of the Fn. Thus there exists r > 0 in

R such that, for every x E C n dom /', we have

t, t' £]0, r[ -> sup |/.(x)(A) - /,(x)(A)| < e.
íes

Letting t' go to zero, this yields: for every x G C n dom/', r £ p, r[,

sup |/'(x)(A)-/,(x)(A)|<£
*es

which gives the desired result.   □
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Proposition (2.5) For every e > 0, and S G S, let G(e, S) be the set of the

points a G dorn/' having the following property:

there exist a neighbourhood A of a in ß and s > 0 in R such that, for every

xGA and t G ]0, s[,

sup |/'(û)(A)-/,(x)(A)|<4£.
íes

Then G(e, S) contains a dense open subset of dom/' (for the induced

topology).

Proof. It suffices to show that, for every nonempty open subset A of ß,

G(e, S) n A contains a nonempty open subset of dom/'. So let A be any

nonempty open subset of ß and take C and r > 0 defined as in Proposition

(2.4). Then, applying Proposition (2.3) to the nonempty open subset C cQ,

there exist a nonempty subset B c C and s > 0 in R such that, for every

t £ ]0, s[, {x -»/,(*)(A)|A E S} is an equicontinuous set of continuous func-

tions on B. We claim that B n dom/' c G(e, S); to prove the claim, take

any a G B n dom/' and r £ ]0, min(r, s)[. From the choice of B and s, it

follows that, for every fixed t in R which satisfies 0 < t < min(r, s), there

exists a neighbourhood D of a in B such that

A E S, x G D => |/,(x)(A) - ft(a)(h)\ < e.

Thus, for x G D n dom/', and A G S, we get

!/'(*)(*) -/'(*)(A)| < |/'(x)(A) -/,(x)(A)| + |/,(x)(A) -f,(a)(h)\

+ \f,(a)(h) - f'(a)(h)\

< l/'(x)(A) -/,(x)(A)| + e + |/,(Ö)(A) -f'(a)(h)\

and finally, it follows from the choice of C and r that

|/'(x)(A) - f'(a)(h)\ < 3e,

for every x G dorn/' n .D, and h G S.

Now, using again the definition of C and r (cf. Proposition (2.4)) we

compute

\f(a)(h) - f(x)(h)\ < \f'(a)(h) -/'(x)(A)| + |/'(x)(A) -/,(x)(A)|

< 3e + e = 4e.

Since dom/' is dense in D and the function x -»/(xXA) is continuous on D

for fixed t > 0 and A€S,we can easily extend the previous inequality to

x E D, h € S, t E ]0, r[ -» |/'(a)(A) - /,(x)(A)j < 4e.

Therefore, we have shown that 5 n dom/' c G(£, 5), and hence the

desired result.   D

Proposition (2.6) For generically every point x G ß, 3/(x) is reduced to a

singleton, namely the S -derivative off at x, and 3/ is continuous at x (for the

§ -topology on E*).
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Proof. Since, by assumption, £ is a Baire space, dom/' is still a Baire

space and we deduce from the Baire category theorem and the countability

assumption on S that

G=  H   G(e,S)=  H   G(\/n,S)
ses seS
e>0 nS.N

contains a dense Gs subset of dom/', hence a dense Gs subset of ß (where

G(e, S) is defined as in (2.5)). Now, take any a G G; since G c dom/', f'(à)

is well-defined and we claim that dfia) = {f'(a)} and the multi-application

x -» 3/(x) continuous at a for the S -topology on E*. To prove the claim it

suffices to prove that for every S G S and every £ > 0 there exists a

neighbourhood A of a in ß such that

x GA,uG dfix) => sup KA) - f'(a)(h)\ < e.
AeS

Since a G G c (7(e, 5), there exist a neighbourhood A of a in ß and j > 0 in

Ä such that, for every x G A and t G ]0, s[,

sup |/'(a)(A)-/,(x)(A)|<£.
íes

Since S is bounded in is, there exist a neighbourhood ^4' of a in ^4 and s' > 0

in -R such that ^' - ]0, s'[S c ^. Now take x G A', A £ S, and í E

]0, min(s, i')[: obviously

/(x)(A) < f'(a)(h) + e.

But, since x — th still belongs to A,

ft(x)(-h) = -/(x - th)(h) < -f'(a)(h) + £.

Finally, for every x G A', h G S \j - S, and t G ]0, min(s, s%

/,(*)(*) < A«)(A) + e

and therefore o^xXA) < f'(a)(h) + e. Thus u G dfix) for some x G A' im-

plies

sup      [«(A) - /'(a)(A)] = sup \u(h) - f'(a)(h)\ < e.   O
AeSu-S AeS

From Theorem (2.2) we easily derive the two following fundamental

corollaries.

Corollary (2.7) Let E be a separable topological vector space which is a

Baire space and ß an open subset of E; a locally Lipschitzian function defined

on ß is generically Gâteaux-differentiable on ß if and only if its generalized

gradient is generically reduced to a singleton.

Proof. Take S to be the family of the subsets {A„} where {hn\n G N] is

dense in E. If / is generically Gâteaux-differentiable on ß, then it is generi-

cally S -differentiable on ß and, by Theorem (2.2), its generalized gradient is
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generically reduced to a singleton; conversely, if the generalized gradient of/

is generically reduced to a singleton on ß, then by Proposition (1.5) it is

generically continuous on ß for the weak*-topology on E*, thus, by Proposi-

tion (2.1), / is generically Gâteaux-differentiable on ß.   □

Corollary (2.8) Let E be any Banach space and ß an open subset of E; a

locally Lipschitzian function defined on Ci is generically Frêchet-differentiable on

ß if and only if for generically every point x G ß, 3/(x) is reduced to a singleton

and dfis continuous at x (for the dual norm topology on E*).

Proof. Take S to be the family which reduces to the only unit ball of E

and apply Theorem (2.2).   □

The previous results lead to the following definition.

Definition (2.9) A real-valued function/defined on an open subset ß of a

topological vector space E is said to be "smooth" at a if it is locally

Lipschitzian on some neighbourhood of a in ß and 3/(a) reduces to a

singleton.

In separable Baire spaces, a locally Lipschitzian function is generically

smooth on ß if and only if it is generically Gâteaux-differentiable on ß (cf.

Corollary (2.7)). It is not known if the equivalence is still valid when the

separability assumption is dropped.

The main interest of this notion is that generic differentiability properties

of generically smooth functions seem to depend only on the topological

regularity of their generalized gradient; this is true at least under some nice

countability assumptions on the involved topologies (cf. Theorem (2.2)).

Supported by the analogy with continuous convex functions [14], one might

expect that these generic differentiability properties of generically smooth

functions depend ultimately on the structural properties of the spaces on

which they are defined.

An immediate illustration is the following proposition.

Proposition (2.10) Let f be a locally Lipschitzian real-valued function

defined on some open subset il of a topological vector space E which is a Baire

space. If fis generically smooth on ß, then fis generically § -differentiable on ß,

where S is the family of all precompact subsets of E.

Proof. By Proposition (1.5), the generalized gradient of / is locally con-

tained in some w*-compact convex subset of E* on which the S-topology

coincides with the weak*-topology [15, Chapter III, §4, Proposition 4.5, p. 85].

The result is thus a consequence of Theorem (2.1).   □

A much deeper result would be analogous to Proposition (2.10) when E is a

Banach space and S contains only the unit ball of E. Unfortunately, even in

the easiest case of a separable Banach space with separable dual where such a
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result holds for continuous convex functions, we have been unsuccessful in

trying to get a similar statement.

3. Generic smoothness in separable Baire spaces. The natural question

which arises is then: what are the generically smooth functions defined on

some open subset ß of a topological vector space El In the separable case, a

satisfying answer is found in Theorem (3.8) below. Unfortunately, the

methods used greatly depend on the separability assumption, and no exten-

sion can be carried out to the nonseparable case (the problem of such an

extension is largely open).

We begin by recalling the two classical notions of directional derivatives

and tangent cones. Let / be a real-valued function defined on some open

subset ß in a topological vector space E:

Tf(x)(h) = lim sup Z(x)(A),
40

df(x)(h) = lim inf X(x)(A),— 40

always exist but may be different and even infinite. When both are finite and

dfixXh) — df(x)(h), we say that/has a directional derivative in the direction A.

If this occurs for all A E E, the real-valued mapping A ->^x)(A) = df(x)(h) is

merely denoted by dfix).

Let P be any subset of a topological vector space F; the "inner tangent

cone" to P at some point z G F is the set Ip(z) of the points z' G F such that

there exist some e > 0 and some neighbourhood V of z' in F satisfying

z + ]0, e[V c P. Similarly, the set CP(z) of the points z' G F such that, for

every e > 0, and every neighbourhood V oî z' iû. F, z + }0, é[V n P # 0 is

called the "outer tangent cone" to P at z.

Now take F to be the product space E X R and

P = epi/= {(*, p.) G E X R\f(x) < /x}

(the epigraph of / on ß). Epi / can be geometrically viewed as the part of the

graph which is above the graph (and contains the graph) of/.

The following are immediate.

Proposition (3.1) Let f be a locally Lipschitzian function defined on an open

subset ß c E; for every x G ß and h G E, we have

(a) 1f(x)(h) = lim sup f,(x)(k)   and    df(x)(h) = lim inf f,(x)(k),
*-A; — *-**;

40 40

(b) the mappings A -» df(x)(h)   and   A -» ^f(x)(A) are continuous on E.

Proof. Take any a £ ß; by assumption, there exist a neighbourhood A of

a in ß and a circled neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that UxeA Oj(x)(U) is

bounded in R; let M = sup U*^ Oj(x)(U) and V a circled neighbourhood
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of 0 in E such that a + V + V c A. For given A £ E, choose t G ]0, 1[ such

that ]0, t[h c V; then, for every s G ]0, t[ and k G A + (V n eM_1 • I/) =

*F,

[a + sh, a + jA] c a + sh +]0,s[(k - A) c a + ]0,f[A +]0, 1[(A - A)

Ca+ V+ V CA.

Thus we can apply Theorem (1.7) on the closed interval [a + sh,a + íA]:

/,(<0(*) - /,(«)(*) = *_I[/(a + **) - f(a + sh)] - «(A - A)

where m belongs to the generalized gradient of/ at some point of the interval

[a + sh,a + sk]. Finally, for every s G ]0, t[ and A £ W,

\fs(a)(k) - fs(a)(h)\ < eM-hnp  U   oy(x)(t/) = e;
xeA

therefore:  fXa)(k) - e < fs(a)(h) < fs(a)(k) + e.   Taking  respectively  the

lim sup and lim inf of each side of these inequalities when A -> h and s -» 0,

we easily derive (a). Similarly, taking the lim sup and lim inf when s -» 0 only,

this yields, for A E W,

~df(a)(k) - e < ~df(a)(h) < ~df(a)(k) + e,

dfia)(k) - e < df(a)(h) < dfia)(k) + e,

which gives the continuity of the mappings A -*df(x)(h) and A ->4fTx)(A).   □

Proposition (3.2) Let f be any locally Lipschitzian function defined on an

open subset ß c E; for every x £ ß,

Cepi/(x,/(x)) = {(A, u) E E G R\dfix)(h) < m},

W*>/(*)) = {(»> M) S £ X A |~df(x)(h) < u}.

Proof. The following are equivalent:

(ÍMA.uXéC^/x./íx)),
(ii) there exist t > 0, tj > 0 in R, and a neighbourhood F of A in £*, such

that

{(x,f(x)) +]0,t[(Vx]p.-7,,li + ,[)} n epi/ = 0

or, equivalently, s E ]0, t[, A E V=>f(x + sk) >f(x) + s(n + rj):

(i) there exists 17 > 0 such that

lim inf fs(x)(k) > u + r\,
k-*h
j4,0

(ii) cjf(x)(h) > u (using Proposition (3.1)(a)),

and,

^(A.^E/^/x./W),
(iv) there exists t > 0, tj > 0 in R, and a neighbourhood F of A in £ such

that: (x,/(x)) + ]0, *[(V X ]ft — r¡, ¡i + r¡[) c epi/ or, equivalendy, í £

]0, *[, A £ F=*/(x + sk) < fix) + s(fi- t,):
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(v) there exists tj > 0 such that lim supk_tk.sí0 fs(x^k) < ¡i — r¡,

(vi) ~df(x)(h) < ¡i (using Proposition (3.1)(a)).   D

Proposition (3.3) If f is a locally Lipschitzian function defined on an open

subset ß c E, for every x G ß, /ep¡/x,/(x)) is an open cone in E X R,

contained in the interior of the closed cone Cepiy(x, fix)).

This is easily derived from Propositions (3.1) and (3.2).

The following result is much deeper.

Theorem (3.4) Let E be a separable topological vector space which is a Baire

space and f a locally Lipschitzian function defined on some open subset ß c E;

all the following properties are generic on fi:

(a) A -*df(x)(h) (resp., h -+df(x)(h)) is a continuous convex (resp., concave)

function on E;

Qo) for every h G E, df(x)(h) = - ^x)(- A);

(c) the inner tangent cone to the epigraph off on ß at the point (x, fix)) is a

nonempty convex open cone;

(d) I^^fix)) = {(A, u) E E X R\(-h, -,1)GEXR\ C^^fix))}.

Proof. We shall deduce this theorem from a series of technical lemmas:

Lemma (3.5) For every A E E, there exists a dense Gs subset G of il such that

the restriction of the mapping x -+df(x)(h) to G is continuous.

Proof. For every real number u,

{x G il\~df(x)(h) < /*} =  U   {x E ß|    sup    /,(x)(A) <p-\/n)
nSN   l 0</<l/n ;

is the countable union of closed subsets in ß since, for fixed / 6 ]0, 1[ and

A E E, the mapping x -»/(x)(A) is continuous on ß; thus the lemma follows

from [16, §8, Theorem 8.1].

Lemma (3.6) For every A E E, we have generically oy(x)(A) = df(x)(h).

Proof. For given A in E, let G be defined as in Lemma (3.5); we claim that

the set G(e) of the points a Gil having the following property:

"there exist a neighbourhood A of a in ß and í > 0 such that

xE^nG, 0</< i,/,(x)(A) <dftx)(A) + e"

contains a dense open subset of ß. To prove the claim, it suffices to show that

every nonempty open subset U of ß contains a nonempty open subset V

contained in G(s). Let U be such a nonempty open subset of ß; since the

restriction of the mapping x -*df(x)(h) to G is continuous, U n G can be

represented as a countable union of closed sets (with respect to the induced

topology on G):
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U n G =  U {x E U n G\t < 1/h =>/,(x)(A) < df(x)(h) + e}.
n£N

Since E is a Baire space, U n G is still a Baire space in the induced topology

[4, cf. 5, n° 3, Propositions 3 and 5] and we derive from the Baire category

theorem that there exist an open subset V in U and n G N such that

V n G = {x E V n G\t < \/n=>f,(x)(h) < ~df(x)(h) + e}.

Therefore V c G(e), which ends the proof.

Lemma (3.7) For every x Gil and A £ E, a/x)(A) = o_/x)(- A).

Proof.

0-/(x)(-A) = lim sup (-f),(y)(-h) = lim sup rl[fiy) - fiy - th)]
y—*x y-*x

40 40

= lim sup t~l[f(y - th + th) - fiy - th)]
y-+x

40

= lim sup rl[f(z + th)-f(z)] = of(x)(h).

40

We are now able to derive Theorem (3.4) from these lemmas.

Let {h„\n G N} be a dense sequence in E; by Lemma (3.6) and the Baire

category theorem, we have generically, Vn £ N,

o>(x)(AJ = "^(x)(Aj.

Now by Propositions (1.2) and (3.1)(b) this equality holds generically for

every A £ E. Thus (a) follows from Lemma (1.1) and Proposition (1.2); (b) is

a consequence of Lemma (3.7) since, applying Lemma (3.6) to / and —/, we

obtain, generically:

af(x)(h) = "^(x)(A),

a_y(x)(-A) = d(-f)(x)(-h) - -^(x)(-A).

(c) and (d) are the geometrical equivalent of (a) and (b) which are easily

derived from Proposition (3.2).   □

Theorem (3.4) enables us to state the following characterization of generi-

cally smooth functions defined on an open subset of a separable Baire space.

Theorem (3.8) Let E be a separable topological vector space which is a Baire

space and f any locally Lipschitzian function defined on some open subset

il c E, the following are equivalent:

(a) for every h G E, f admits generically a directional derivative in the

direction A;

(b) the outer tangent cone to the epigraph of f on il is generically a closed

convex cone;

(c)fis generically Gâteaux-differentiable on il;

(d)fis generically smooth on il.
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Proof. (a)=>(b). Let {hn\n G N} be any dense sequence in E; for every

n G N, there exists a dense Gs subset G„ in ß, at every point of which

df(x)(hn) =df(x)(h„) and thus there exists a dense Gs subset G = D „<=/fGn in

ß such that

x G G => Vn G N,    ~df(x)(hn) = £(x)(hn).

Using Proposition (3.1)(b), we have

x E G =¡> VA E £,    Tf(x)(h) = dfix)(h),
which means exactly that df'vs well-defined on G.

It follows from Propositions (3.2) and (3.1)(b) that, for every x G G,

Iepi/íx,f(x)) is the interior of C^/x, fix)). Combining this result with

Theorem (3.4)(c) we obtain (b).

(b) => (c): by Proposition (3.2) CepiX.x,f(x)) is the epigraph of the function

A -»¿#(x)(A), thus (b) means that generically, <tf(x) is a continuous convex

function. Combining this result with Theorem (3.4)(a) and (b), we derive that

dfix) is generically well-defined and A —> df(x)(h) is a continuous linear

functional on E, which means exactly that / is generically Gâteaux-differen-

tiable on ß.

Finally, (c) <=> (d) follows from (2.7) and (c) => (a) is trivial.   □

Obviously conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem (3.8) are satisfied if / is any

continuous convex function, thus we have immediately:

Proposition (3.9) Every continuous convex function defined on some convex

open subset ß of a separable topological vector space which is a Baire space is

generically smooth on il.

Another class of real-valued functions which admit everywhere a direc-

tional derivative in each direction is the class of those functions which are

defined as suprema of regular functions:

Corollary (3.10) Let F be any continuous function defined on the product

space il X Y where il is an open subset of a separable topological vector space E

which is a Baire space and Y any compact space. Suppose that:

(i) For every y £ Y, x -» F(x, y) is locally Lipschitzian on il and the

pointwise supremum x —»/(x) = maxyerF(x,y) is locally Lipschitzian on il.

(ii) (x,y) —» dFx(x,y) is an upper-semi-continuous mapping from il X Y into

E* endowed with the weak*-topology. (dFx(x,y) denotes the generalized

gradient of the function x -* F(x, y) at x.)

(iii) For every x G il, h G E, and y G Y,

dFx(x,y)(h)=      sup       «(A).
»63fx(v)

(dFx(x, y)(h) is the directional derivative of the function x -» F(x, y) in the

direction A.)

Then the pointwise supremum f is generically smooth on il.
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Proof. For every x G il, t G ]0, 1[, A E E, we have

fix + th) -fix) > F(x + th,y) - F(x,y)

iîyG M(x) = {yG Y\F(x,y) = fix) = maxyeYF(x,y)}. Thus dfix^h) >

suPy(BM(.x) dFx(x,yXh). On the other hand,

fix + th)-f(x) < F(x + th,yt) - F(x,yt)

úyt G M(x + th); therefore, applying Theorem (1.7) we have

fix + th) - fix) < t sup u(h)
uedFx(x + Mo>,)

for some Í 6 p, 1[. Now letting t -» 0, this yields

df(x)(h) < lim sup sup «(A).
40 uGiFx(x + 6thj,)

Since Y is compact, and the mapping (x, y) -» dFx(x, y) upper-semi-continu-

ous, the net (y,)t>0 has some cluster point y in Y (which necessarily belongs

to M(x)) such that

~df(x)(h) <      sup      u(h).
uGBF^xj)

By assumption, we derive df(x)(h) < dFx(x, y) hence:

Tf(x)(h)<    sup    dFx(x,y)(h)
yeM(x)

which shows that df(x)(h) is well-defined and equal to sup^g^^ dFx(x,y)(h).

Finally we have shown that assertion (a) of Theorem (3.8) is true, hence the

desired result.   □

Assumption (in) of the previous corollary is trivially satisfied if every

function x -» F(x, y) is continuously Gâteaux-differentiable on ß (the con-

tinuity being taken with respect to the weak*-topology on E*; the generalized

gradient is then everywhere reduced to the Gâteaux-derivative).

The proof of the existence of a directional derivative has been taken from

F. H. Clarke [7, Theorem 2.1].

To highlight the importance of this later corollary, we find it useful to

include here some trivial application which is closely related to best ap-

proximation theory.

Proposition (3.11) Let E = R" be the usual n-dimensional Euclidean space

and C a closed bounded subset in E, the pointwise infirman

x -»min||x — _v[I
yec

is generically smooth.

Proof. For every y G C, x -> F(x,y) = ||x — .y|| is continuously differen-

tiable on R" \ C. Thus the pointwise supremum x-*maxygC( —||x — .y||),

which vanishes identically on C, satisfies the assumptions of Corollary (3.10)

on the open subset ß = R" \ C.
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We refer the reader interested in smoothness properties of pointwise

suprema (or infima) to I. Ekeland and G. Lebourg [10] where a general

theorem is given for generic Fréchet-differentiability of such functions de-

fined on infinite dimensional Banach spaces (in particular, the compacity

assumption of Corollary (3.10) is dropped).
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